April 2013
Unto Their Imperial Majesties, Their Royal Majesties, Their Graces, good nobles,
ministers, and populace, do I, Sir Dorn das Schwarz Brause send greetings.
This is the Official Letter of Registration and Return for the month of April
2013. We have processed 9 Arms this month of those none have been returned.
Out of the 6 Kingdoms, 2 Archduchies, 13 Duchies, and 11 Shires the following
Territories sent in a report:

Kingdom of Stirling
Duchy of Cashel
Duchy of Connacht
Duchy of Cyprus
Duchy of Somerset
Duchy of Tyr~lynn
Duchy of Wolfendorf

There is a question concerning the process for registrations and appeals. If a
Local Minister returns an item it is usually discussed with the submitter and
solution is created on the spot. If a Regional Minister returns something it is
because it is their opinion that the item can not be registered. The ISoA selects
these Deputies for the knowledge and experience they have. Occasionally, an
ISoA will take on a Deputy so they can learn. In both cases the ISoA values their
opinions. Are they always right? No. But that is where the appeal comes in. If a
Regional returns an item; the submitter can request that it be appealed to the
ISoA and the Regional will send it up. If items are sent up on appeal; the
submitter should be understanding in that it might take a little longer. The ISoA
will consult with the Regional that returned it and even with other members of
the Senior staff before making a ruling.

This LoRR contains round two of the “clean up.” I do not have a record of a reply
from all Chapters. I may have lost it or never received it. If your Chapter name
is not on this list below, I need you to contact me.
Altland
Auroch’s Fjord
Bisqaia
Brunico
Cashel
Connacht
Constantinople
Crete
Cyprus
Esperance
Gloucester
Kent
Lancaster
Malta
Monaco
Murrisk
Roanoke
Somerset

Thinaira
Tyr~lynn
Umbria
Wolfendorf
York

Dorn das Schwarz Brause
Fleur De Lis

Released:
Albion:
Ana Kase

Badge

3689

(Fieldless) A swan addorsed sable, and in chief a mullet of eight
points argent

Delinia of Dale Keep

Device

2285

Vert, a stag argent lodged at the base of a tree proper, in canton a
decrescent argent and in base three roses gules slipped and leaved
vert

Magnus Xicato

Device

6108

Purpure, on a saltire raguly counter-raguly Or a leopard’s head
caboshed vert

Warren Anthony

Device

3185

Argent, on a bend between two skulls affronty each enfiling a kris
sable, an arrow inverted argent

Alhambra:
Aeryck Nilsson of Clan Zetter

Device

4533

Quarterly purpure and sable, a dragon argent

Aleska Andraitiene ap aur Derwen

Device

2740

Quarterly azure and sable, a cup Or between three increscents
argent

Anne Yeomanes of Curlew

Device

6035

Or, a heart gules transfixed by an arrow sable fletched argent and
armed per bend sable and argent and in dexter base a gutte

Conri O'Cairmhaic

Device

6488

Gyronny argent and vert, a wolf rampant sable

Crystolla Stephensdotter

Device

5829

Gules, a chief embattled and a swan couchant argent

Grimm Eiriksson

Device

5828

Per bend gules and sable, a bend Or and over all a dragon's head
couped vert orbed and armed argent and langued gules

Guillaume Marchand du Fleur

Device

1871

Purpure, a squirrel sejant erect argent

Hamish McKlaine

Device

1637

Sable, on a bend argent three caltrops gules

Jean Marc Fontenay

Device

1942

Gules, a bear passant argent and a chief dovetailed ermine

Leon Valois

Device

2572

Purpure, a bend Or between two dragons couchant argent

Leon Valois

Device

2572

Purpure, a bend between two dragons couchant Or

Sabina of Brill

Device

1204

Per bend sinister azure and vert, a bee tergiant Or

Sasha Shouskovna of Kiev

Device

6495

Azure, a bend sinister between two decrescents argent

Ronin Cambell

Device

1288

Azure, a saltire between four boars statant contourny Or

Brandenburg:
Tanja von Hohenstaufen

Device

1655

Argent, a dragon rampant gules on a bordure per pale gules and
sable for maltese cross in cross argent

Carolingia:
Maude de Clayton

Device

2561

Azure, an escallop inverted within a double tressure argent

Maude de Clayton

Badge

2561

Azure, in chevron three escallops inverted argent

Gloucester:
Ceallaigh Inghean Ui Ceallachain

Device

6538

Purpure, three annulets interlaced and a chief enarched Argent

Ceallaigh Inghean Ui Ceallachain

Badge

6538

Purpure, three annulets interlaced argent

Somerset:
Arts & Sciences Champion - Somerset

Badge

27-07

Azure, a lamp Or, within a border argent

Combat Champion – Somerset

Badge

27-07

Azure, a sword and an ax crossed in saltire Or within a border
argent
Chancellor – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron gules and argent, in base a set of scales in balance
sable
Chronicler – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron vert and argent, in base a quill fesswise sable

Court Herald – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron argent & vert, in base a trumpet Or displaying a
banner argent
Hospitaler – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron purpure and argent, in base a chest sable

Kindermeister – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron argent and azure, in base a pelican in her piety Or

Minister of Archery – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron gules and argent, in base a bow armed and drawn Or

Minister of Arms – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron argent & vert, in base a cross flory Or

Minister of Arts & Sciences – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron argent and purpure, in base a lamp Or

Minister of Joust and War – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron argent and sable, in base two axes crossed in saltire

Minister of Rolls – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron azure & argent, in base a scroll sable

Steward – Somerset

Badge

27-01

Per chevron argent and azure, in base three bezants

Tyr~lynn:
Armand Girard

Device

6469

Azure, estoily argent

Corrections:
Albion:
Mary Elizabeth

Device

5110

Per bend sinister engrailed azure and Or a sinister hand within a border
counter-changed

Transferred:
None

Registered:
Auroch’s Fjord:
House O’Hannan

Device

61-02

Gules, a tower within a border Or

Bella Nicotra

Device

1381

Sable, a pomegranate Or, double seeded gules, in chief a Crown Or

Elizibeth

Device

6624 (parent-5648)

Per bend sinister Or and gules, two phoenix counterchanged

Tate Duloc

Device

6395 (parent- 6363)

Per fess abased potenty gules and Or, three mullets 1 and 2 Or

Xela Ulricj

Device

8120

Azure, a horse head couped & on a chief argent a saltire azure

Caer Leon:
Caer Leon

Device

70-00

Vert, a pale argent, overall a lion maintaining a sword bend
sinister wise sable, armed, langued, and orbed argent

Esperance:
Carpbashark

Device

7018

Quarterly gules and sable, a seahorse maintaining a spear within
a border Or, charged with an orle sable

Tyr~lynn:
Ambassadors Award – Tyr~lynn

Badge

Gules, a Lucy knot argent

52-07

Wolfendorf:
Johann Heinrich

Device

8380

Quarterly gules and azure, a cross pattee argent

Returned:
None

